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GEOGRAPHY AND KINSHIP AS 
POLITICAL INFRASTRUCTURES IN 
ARCHAIC ATHENS 
K.R. Walters 
Scholars in the humanities must allow for perversity in their 
materials — Sterling Dow 
In the early I960's B.R.I. Sealey and D.M. Lewis published ground-
breaking studies of early Athenian political history that emphazised a 
"regionalist" interpretation Regionalism in Archaic Athens"; "Cleisthenes 
and Attica"). This fundamental geographic, or (perhaps the mot juste) 
demographic, mode of analysis has come to have a prominent role in discus-
sions of the internal history of sixth-century Athens. With an acknowledged 
debt to an earlier study by A. Andrewes, this new approach was clearly in 
reaction to explanations based on specifically ideological models, that is, 
those which attempted to find the underlying causes of that century's 
factionalism in political parties, economic factors, or class-struggle.1 
The new picture which emerged was one of strife between regional groups, 
united by local loyalties and led by wealthy landowners. Their goal was 
control of the central government at Athens and with it dominance over their 
rivals from the other districts of Attika. In many ways this was a simpler 
and more economical explanation. Gone were the motivations of ideology, 
which to some at least ran the risk of being little more than anachronistic 
projections of modern beliefs and practices onto the events of the sixth 
century, and for which in any case there exists not much substantial evidence. 
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In their place was now to be found little more than the basic desire of local 
aristocratic "barons" and their neighbouring retainers to be in power, to 
predominate in the politeia. Characteristic of this view is its most recent 
formulation by P.J. Rhodes: 
The three leaders were all prominent Eupatrids . . . competing 
for personal ascendancy, who rallied in their support their 
neighbors and dependents from the localities where their influence 
^ 2 
was strongest. 
Prima  facie,  there is something to recommend this interpretation. Our 
sources speak specifically of regional groups vying for power {pediakoi, 
paraléis, diakrioi  [or hyperakrioi],  the names for which Aristotle succinctly 
noted came from the areas each farmed [AP 13.5]); while Kleisthenes' reorga-
nization of the Athenian political structure which marked the culmination of 
a century of civic strife was clearly conceived and carried out in geograph-
ical terms.^ 
On the other hand, the "regional" hypothesis, attractive as it is, may 
be, by itself, misleading because it leaves out of consideration other 
important evidence that complicates the overall picture of political alle-
giances in this era. Specifically, it does not take adequately into account 
the powerful ties of fictive kinship (hereafter written as "kinship"), em-
bodied in Ionian phratry and genos,  whose individual memberships were spread 
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across the map of Attika in the sixth century. While these groups may not 
have been political entities per se, their strong ties of membership rein-
forced by distinct loyalties and identities must have been an important 
factor in any system of politics dominated by personal associations and 
alliances. It is the contention of this paper that the geographic diversity 
of the memberships of the various phratries and clans would often have acted 
to counterbalance and in some cases to override and cancel out the regional 
loyalties and antagonisms that some, and Sealey in particular, have taken as 
the fundamental basis of archaic Athenian politics. As a consequence, the 
politics of this era very likely was far more complex and dynamic than the 
regionalist hypothesis by itself allows for. Yet just how far we may go in 
this direction is uncertain because of the limited nature of our evidence 
for genos  and phratry membership. Indeed, it is just these limits that 
elicit some (disturbing) reflections on how we write history. 
The wide distribution of gennetai  across Attika is itself hardly news. 
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As long ago as 1889 Toepffer wrote: 
Gerade das Verhaeltniss der Geschlechter zu den kleisthenischen 
Demen lehrt aufs deutlichste, dass erstere zur Zeit der neueren 
Gemeindeordnung sich bereits in eine grössere Anzahl gesonderten 
Familiengruppen zersplittert hatten, deren einzelne Angehörige 
über die ganze Landschaft zerstreut wohnten . . . die Spaltung 
der alten Geschlechter in örtlich getrennte Zweige und Aeste 
bereits in sehr früher Zeit, jedenfalls lange vor dem Ausgang des 
sechsten Jahrhunderts v. Chr. zurückgeht.5 
The evidence for this assertion, though limited, is beyond doubt. As member-
ship in the genos  and the Kleisthenic deme was in both cases patrilineal, we 
may use evidence from the fifth century and later to reveal the distribution 
of gennetai  in Attika at the end of the sixth century, when Kleisthenes 
fixed deme membership and made it hereditary. A rehearsal of the basic 
evidence will be useful here, as it shows very plainly just how widely dis-
tributed geographically members of the Athenian gene  and phratries were in 
the sixth century and probably earlier. For instance, the Lykomidai were 
based both at Phlya, the cult centre located in the Pentelikos-Hymettos gap, 
and at Phrearrioi, Themistokles' homestead.6 Philaidai are to be found at 
Lakiadai, Gargettos, and Brauron, areas of the city, inland, and coast re-
spectively, and perhaps at Sphettos, too.7 An inscription of 363/2 places 
members of the split genos  of the Salaminioi at Sounion, Epikephisia, 
Acharnai, Boutadai, and Agryle; members are also attested for Erchia and 
g 
Skambonidai. Once again, city, inland, and coast are represented. Some 
particularly apposite evidence is provided by [Dem.] Or.  59.61. There seven 
members of the genos  Brytidai are mentioned; together they represent six 
different demes, three from the city (Eroidai, Phalereis, and Lakiadai), 
two from the coast (Aigialeis and Kephaleis) and one from Mt. Pentelikon 
(Hekale). This particular evidence is striking as there is great geographic 
diversity in yet a very small sample. Finally, there is the inscription of 
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the Amynandridai, a genos  list from the time of Augustus (IG  2 2338). 
Despite the late provenance of this document, scholars are agreed that it 
represents the dispersal of the gennetes' ancestors across Attika at the 
9 
time of Kleisthenes' reforms. There seems no reason to dispute this claim, 
even if some of these clansmen's ancestors had been foreigners who became 
10 
naturalized Athenxans. The list, though partial (the stone is broken), is 
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so extensive that the distorting effects of this possibility are minimalized. 
The Amynandridai provide the greatest number of known fellow-clansmen for 
Athens; fifty-one gennetai  spread across twenty-five demes (eleven from the 
city; twenty-two from the inland; and eighteen from the coast) · 
The same kind of geographic dispersal seems to have been the cases for 
the phratries as well.11 Both genos  and phratry are now acknowledged to 
have been fictive kinship groups that recruited their members in historical 
times by agnatic filiation. Andrewes has argued cogently that the Athenian 
phratries each contained wholly one genos,  the smaller subdivision, and that 
these gennetes belonged only to one phratry.12 On this view, even had we no 
direct evidence for the phratries' membership patterns, the hypothesis that 
phrateres  had their residences throughout Attika like the gennetai,  would 
hold a fortiori  if in fact gene  were wholly included in phratries. As a 
matter of fact, we do have independent inscriptional evidence that validates 
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this contention. It has long been recognized that IG  2 2345, containing 
membership lists of various thiasoi, is a phratry register from the mid-
fourth century.13 As the upper part of the stone is missing, we do not know 
the name of the phratry itself. Demotics were added to the names of the 
thiasotai sporadically. The following demes were mentioned on the inscription 
itself: Agryle, Euonymon, Aixone, Halai, Paiania, Kephisia, and Ke[doi?]. 
In addition, some of the names of thiasotai are characteristic of a few demes. 
Thus, Ferguson suggested the following demes were probably also represented: 
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Ankyle, Hagnous, Pallene, Anagyros, Leukonoe, Acharnai, Sfrchia, and Atene. 
Except for the first two, these demes are projected from names, which, 
according to PA, occur only  in those demes. Ferguson's conjecture is 
strengthened by two facts: first, there is considerable overlap of demes 
for these special names; and secondly, all of the actual demotika  mentioned 
on the inscription (except for Kephisia) also pertain to these special names. 
Thus, if we accept Ferguson's conjecture, the geographic distribution for 
this nameless phratry is extended still further. Finally, Andrewes noted 
that two of the Agryleis listed on IG  2 2 2345, Stratophon and Demon, also 
were named on the Souniac inscription discussed above. As both inscriptions 
are from the mid-fourth century, he felt it highly probable that these 
homonyms were in fact identical.15 As in Andrewes' view (the, position 
adopted here) a genos  was included entirely within a phratry, it follows 
that the Salaminioi, to which Stratophon and Demophon belonged, were also 
members of this phratry. If so, we may add the names of Skambonidai, 
Sounion, Epikephesia, and Boutadai as represented in this phratry. The 
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distribution is quite wide and probably would be wider still, were we able 
to identify more of the thiasotai by deme. 
This brief survey indicates quite clearly that the Attic phratries and 
clans were spread the length and breadth of Attika.16 In general the spread 
is quite remarkable and poses serious problems for the regionalist theory of 
sixth-century Athenian politics. The reason is that phratry and clan were 
important social units. Although phratry membership constituted Athenian 
citizenship before Kleisthenes (and gene  dominated individual phratries: 
cf. the Demotionidai inscription, IG  22 1237), it is probably wrong to see 
either as having political functions per se.17 Scholars have waxed eloquent 
on their political importance, often contradicting each other, but without 
substantiating evidence. Thus, in Frost's view, " . . . very few citizens 
of archaic Athens could conceive of an abstract concept of the state outside 
the phratries. For them, the collective authority of the phratries was  the 
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state." Connor, on the other hand, who is "reluctant to assign any great 
political significance to the [phratries]," asserts with conviction "that 
. . . the genos must be considered not just as a social unit of some signif-
19 
icance but as a vital political unit as well." Cary saw the clans as 
formidable "states within the state," until their power was crushed by the 
Peisistratids and Kleisthenes.20 There is in fact no evidence to support 
these views. The political significance of these groups rested in the fact 
that they were premier vehicles of association with tightly defined and 
jealously guarded memberships, providing exclusive identities and loyalties 
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reinforced by social rituals and religious cult practices. Members of each 
met at various times of the year at common centres (for the phratries, for 
instance, at least during the Thargelia and the Apatouria) to perform both 
secular and religious ceremonies. Such meetings thus offered the opportunity 
for Athenians from various parts of Attika to develop friendships and promote 
alliances in the pursuit of common goals, some of them presumably political. 
Regionalism, then, as a political and social factor would have been lessened 
in two ways: purely regional loyalties and identities would be broken down, 
while corresponding suspicions and antagonisms among regions would be over-
come by the frequent association of various gennetai  and phrateres  from all 
over Attika. As there may have been as many as 90 to 100 gene,  and perhaps 
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no fewer phratries, this process would have been multiplied many times. 
To what degree this was the case and just how kinship-loyalties affected 
political behavior we are unfortunately unable to say. We are in the tanta-
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lizing and frustrating position of having enough evidence to conjecture that 
genos  and phratry association interfered with and often overrode regional 
loyalties as the basis for political action in the sixth century, without 
having sufficient specific data to show just what the actual consequences 
were. No doubt this is the reason why the significance of the geographic 
distribution of gennetai  and phrateres,  though not unknown, has been largely 
ignored by those who explain archaic Athenian politics on a regionalist basis. 
Yet to neglect this information is perilous, and a few instances can be dis-
played where keeping the nature of genos  and phratry in mind would have 
avoided false conclusions or inaccurate inferences. 
The case of Isagoras1 kin is a good example. Herodotos tells us (5.66.1): 
"Isagoras, son of Teisander, was of a distinguished house, but I am not able 
to describe his ancestry (ta anekathen); however, his kin (syngenees)  sacri-
fice to Zeus Karios . . . ." Noting that another Teisander was the father 
of the Philaid Hippokleides, Sealey originally concluded, "Presumably 
Isagoras was a Philaid from the Brauron-district and his opposition to 
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Kleisthenes followed the regionalist pattern." The fallacy here is that 
not all Philaids came from Brauron: they may have resided in demes as far 
apart as Sphettos, Gargettos, and Lakiadai as well (see n. 7). Even if 
Isagoras was in fact a Philaid, it does not follow that he resided at 
Brauron or that there is anything regional about his quarrel with Kleisthenes. 
Sealey later withdrew from this position, because Teisander was not an un-
24 
common name, and there were Teisanders who were not Philaids. Subsequently 
2 3 
Lewis pointed out that IG  1 186 (now IG  1 253), found at Ikarion on the 
north-eastern slope of Pentelikon, has reference to a cult deity both as 
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Karios and Ikarios. This connection led Lewis to place Isagoras at Ikarion. 
Noting further that Hekale, which he located near Ikarion on the north slope 
of Pentelion, was an ancient cult centre which Kleisthenes separated from its 
neighbouring demes by placing it in the inland trittys  of Leontis, Lewis con-
jectured the reason for this anomaly was Kleisthenes' wish to weaken an area 
associated with his principal antagonist Isagoras. This is regionalist 
thinking. Sealey was even more blunt: 
If Isagoras came from Icaria outside the city plain, he may well 
have become the leader of men from those eastern districts which 
had given Peisistratus his earliest and most reliable supporters. 




Both of these explanations fall apart, however, when it is realized that 
Herodotos' information does not allow us to fix Isagoras' domicile. Syngeneis 
can be used to speak of gennetai  or phrateres  (e.g., Harp. s.v. gennetai;  Is. 
1.27; Xen. Hell.  1.7.8), and while such groups would meet and sacrifice at 
2 2 common cult sites (e.g., IG  2 1237: Dekeleieis at Oion; IG  2 1241: Dyaleis 
at Myrrhinous), the evidence adduced above shows that many of their members 
lived elsewhere, some at a considerable distance. A prime example are the 
Salaminioi: apparently dispersed, as we saw, throughout Attika, the members 
of the genos  had a number of differently located hiera, including the 
Eurysakeion in the city deme of Melite.27 Lewis' shrewd guess that the 
Ikarieis among whom was counted Isagoras comprised a phratry may well be 
right; but it is not possible to infer that his man came from Ikarion, even 
if his syngeneis  met there to worship [I]karian Zeus: he and many of his 
conjectured phrateres  could just as well have come from far different parts 
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of Attika. 
A similar problem in trying to impose a regionalist explanation on the 
political activity of genos  members crops up in Lewis' handling of the 
Philaidai. Disputing the view arising with Wilamowitz that the Philaidai 
belonged to the party of the hyperakrioi,  he instead makes them pedieis  by 
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locating the residence of Miltiades in Lakiadai. Lewis' line of reasoning 
might possibly justify considering Miltiades a pedieus  but in no way supports 
his much wider claim that "territorially . . . the case for supposing the 
Philaids pedieis  seems strongest" (ibid.). As we have seen, this genos  had 
members not only in Lakiadai, but also Sphettos, Gargettos, and of course 
Brauron. Indeed, this fairly wide distribution of the Philaidai geograph-
ically illustrates the major thesis of this paper, that kinship ties may 
well have dampened or even overriden regionalism as the basis for political 
identity and action in archaic Athens. W.E. Thompson has rung yet another 
change on the regionalists' fascination with Ikarion and Philaidai. Oper-
ating from the unusual premise that the deme Philaidai was a member of the 
inland trittys  of Aigeis along with Ikarion, he concludes: 
. . . Kleisthenes was using the strength of the Philaidai and the 
influence of the Brauronian cult to crush the remnants of the 
strength of Isagoras and his genos. In order to achieve his goal 
Kleisthenes separated Ikaria from its neighbors and placed it in 
competition with far distant demes, demes with different family 
loyalties and different cults.30 
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The enthymeme of this logic is that these gene  were geographically bounded and 
commensurate with the demes named after them. This is to confuse geography 
with kinship. As we have seen, gennetes and phrateres  were distributed 
throughout Attika, and we have proof of this for the Philaidai. Thus, to put 
the two demes in the same trittys  or tribe did not mean putting the two kin-
ship-groups together. Even were we to grant this highly dubious proposition, 
it is impossible to discern just what the basis of their competition was, in 
which the Philaidai supposedly could have "crushed" the Ikarieis, as the old 
cults were independent of Kleisthenes' new system. 
Another example can be drawn from Lewis' handling of the Eteoboutadai. 
It is assumed that the lineal descendants of the leader of the pedieis, 
Lykourgos Aristolaidou (Hdt. 1.59.3), were members both of the genos  Boutadai 
(which came to distinguish itself as Eteoboutadai) and of the deme Boutadai, 
the latter situated about one quarter of a mile to the northwest of the city 
of Athens.31 It is hence no problem for the regionalists to have Lykourgos 
as leader of the pedieis,  as he was domiciled on the "plain" of Athens. But, 
then, Lewis, in noting how Kleisthenes cleverly undermined the influence of 
groups that had common cults by separating them from their hiera through his 
gerrymandering, observes: "Whether by accident or design, the Boutadai, who 
held the hereditary priesthood of Erechtheus, were not included in this tribe 
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[Erechtheis], which had a priest of Erechtheus appointed by lot." By Boutadai, 
Lewis of course refers to the genos,  for it is the genos  that held the here-
ditary priesthood. Yet this statement is both misleading and inaccurate. It 
is inaccurate because there was presumably no way that all the [Eteo]boutadai 
could have been included in Erechtheis, even had Kleisthenes wished that 
result, since we may imagine their members were dispersed throughout much of 
Attika, as is demonstrably the case with other gene  for which we have infor-
mation. The statement is misleading because Lewis means to refer not to the 
[Eteo]boutadai in general as shut out of Erechtheis, but to the specific 
family of Lykourgos which was resident in the deme Boutadai, part of the tribe 
Oineis. For that matter, if the genos  was scattered throughout Attika, some 
of its members might have found themselves willy-nilly in Erechtheis, because 
they lived in demes assigned to that tribe. These complaints may seem like 
quibbling, but their significance emerges when one examines the principal 
conclusion Lewis draws (p. 37) from his analysis: 
The two things which emerge most clearly are an attack on organ-
izations which held a locality by religious ties, some of them in 
areas attached to political opponents of Cleisthenes, and an attempt 
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to unify Attika by making men from different areas work and fight 
together. 
As the latter point is one of Lewis' major "regionalist" conclusions, it is 
worth beginning hysteron  proteron  and pointing out that such a geographic 
anamixis  of Attika*s citizens to promote unity would hardly have been an in-
novation, much less a revolutionary change. The territorial diversity of 
the Ionian gene,  phratries, and tribes must already have been a unifying 
factor that insured that "men from different areas work[ed] and [fought] 
together." Lewis cites AP 21 and Arist. Pol. 1319b, 19 ff. as evidence that 
a geographic anamixis  was Kleisthenes' design. But a closer look at the 
passages reveals they refer to "mixing up" or combining Athenians of different 
kinship groups, not those of different regions: e.g., Arist. Pol. 1319b, 
23-26: φυλαί τε γαρ £τεραι ποιητέαι πλεΟους και φρατρίαι . . . και πάντα σοφ-
ίστέον δπως αν δτι μάλιστα άναμει,χθωσι πάντες άλλήλοις. Kleisthenes' aim, 
then, was not to bring men of different regions together (the old Ionian 
system already provided for that), but to integrate the kinship-groups, 
while retaining the benefits of geographic admixture that the supplanted 
system had already offered. 
We may now return to the first of Lewis' conclusions which is a restate-
ment of an earlier observation (pp. 34 f.) that the trittyes  were created to 
compete with existing local units and to destroy the influence they gained 
from possessing a common cult in a common area. This contention runs afoul 
of two specific counter examples. Regarding the Kleisthenic trittys  of the 
Epakreis, Lewis had noted, "We do not know the home or domain of Zeus Epakrios, 
but here again we may suspect that territory is removed from it, and that 
non-Epakria territory, Erchia, is brought in from the plain below."33 On 
Lewis' regionalist view, of course, this is taken to be a case of a Kleis-
thenic trittys  breaking up an old cult association. Strikingly, only a year 
after Lewis made this assertion, G. Daux published his editio princeps  of the 
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Erchia sacrificial calendar, which undermines his position. Specifically, 
the inscription (from shortly before the mid-fourth century) records a sacri-
fice by the Erchieis to Zeus Epakrios on Mt. Hymettos (E 58-64: 16 Thargelion). 
Its placement of the hieron  concurs with Et. Mag.  s.v. Epakrios  Zeus·, έπ' 
ακρας γαρ των δρων Ιδρύοντο βωμούς τφ Διί" όιον του 'Υμέττου. Given the con-
servatism of Athenian cultic practices, there is no reason to consider this 
sacrifice a novelty. It is likely the Erchieis had long before belonged to 
the ancient cult group termed Epakreis and continued their worship of its 
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chief deity on Mt. Hymettos after they became the principal deme of the 
Kleisthenic trittys  named after it.35 It is entirely appropriate that the 
Erchieis worshipped Zeus Epakrios on the heights of Hymettos which dominates 
the eastern plain where Erchia is situated. The mountain was uninhabited, 
and Erchia was hardly so far distant as to make it "non-Epakria territory." 
We do not know the names of any members of the ancient Epakreis, unless 
Semachidai (itself a puzzle in its own right), and it is quite possible that 
many of these demes were, like Erchia, situated in the lowlands below the 
shrine of the deity after whom they called themselves.36 In fact, the geo-
graphic spread of some ancient cult-associations may have been quite exten-
sive. That is indicated by a mid-fourth century inscription that listed the 
archontes  and parasitoi  of the League of Athena Pallenis. These are spread 
over many demes: Gargettos, Acharnai, Pallene, Paiania, Kydantidai, Lamp-
treis, Plotheia, Oion, Kolonos, Leukonoie, Anakeia, Kephisia, Aigilieia to 
37 38 be exact. Lewis himself was clearly uncomfortable with this evidence. 
The extensive geographic spread represented by the demes of the archontes 
and parasitoi  (and not all the names are recoverable) makes it clear that 
Kleisthenes' restructuring of Attika would have necessarily cut across the 
membership lines of this group, whether he intended that result or not. 
Thus the slandering of the League need not have been Kleisthenes' design and 
could have been an unavoidable but unintentional consequence of his plan. 
It is thus dangerous to claim that the ancient cult groups were narrowly 
regional in composition and political outlook or that the territorially 
divisive results of Kleisthenes' reorganization betray their originator's 
purpose. One might even stand this argument on its head and argue that the 
diverse composition of the League (and perhaps of the Epakreis) reveals a 
group that transcended the regional associations too often taken as funda-
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mental in archaic Athenian politics. Indeed, there is no particular reason 
to think that the League was at all regional in tone: after all, its members 
were persons not demes. One might even suspect that the basis of membership 
was perhaps kinship much more than geography. Such a conjecture need not 
entail that the group was a genos  or a phratry, although, given the present 
state of the evidence, such a possibility is not entirely out of the question. 
Aside from these specifics there are more general objections to Lewis' 
conclusion. For instance, Lewis is not bothered by the fact, which he admits, 
that the trittyes  "totally failed to compete with the older local Organi-
zations" (ibid.). For him their failure in this regard does not mean they 
were not intended  to have importance (ibid·)· But it is difficult to see 
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how Kleisthenes intended any of his new geo-political entities to compete 
with, weaken, or destroy ancient cult associations. The Eteoboutadai, for 
instance, were still able to meet and carry out their cult practices in the 
Erechtheion, where indeed they kept their records for centuries after Kleis-
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thenes' reforms. As their members presumably came from all over Attika, 
after as before those reforms, little would have changed for them. It may 
well have been a nuisance that the Kleisthenic phyletai  called Erechtheidai 
now had a state cult of their deity — and ancestor — or that residents of 
Boutadai who did not belong to their clan could try to pass themselves off 
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as genos-members. One recalls that Aischines noted with pride that he 
belonged to the same phratry as the Eteoboutadai (Or. 2.147). But the very 
fact that the Boutadai were annoyed enough because non-genos  members were 
pretending association with them that they strengthened their name to Eteo-
boutadai, shows only the continued vitality of their organization. The con-
fusion was a nuisance, to be sure, but not a .political blow. 
The same may be said for cult organisations that were local and not 
based on kinship, such as the League of Athena Pallenis, the Tetrapolis, or 
the group that participated in the Hekalesia. Though Lewis has shown that 
some demes that participated in these cults were assigned to different trittyes 
and hence to different tribes, the religious organizations themselves were 
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not weakened. It seems rather that Kleisthenes' design was to prevent 
these groups from dominating his new political creations through their pres-
tige. Kinship-groups were dispersed throughout his new tribes because their 
constituents were already scattered throughout Attika. That objective of 
dispersal would have been achieved had Kleisthenes merely made his new tribes 
of solid geographical blocs. It would not, however, have dispersed the local 
cult organizations: thus, the composition of tribes out of three disparate 
areas each, city, inland, and coast, with gerrymandering of demes within 
trittyes  when necessary. But this manoeuvring was prophylaxis not attack. 
Cults, whether kinship or local, were not to be weakened but to be prevented 
from assuming dominance within Kleisthenes' new political frame. This is 
quite a different emphasis from the purpose Lewis has divined for Kleisthenes' 
reforms. Finally, it is to be noted that, while under the old Ionian tribal 
system gene  and phratries would have belonged to specific tribes and certain 
of them could have had influence in those tribes, under the new system gennetes 
and phrateres  would have been distributed across many if not all the tribes. 
A look at the evidence makes this conclusion abundantly clear. The four demes 
in which we can locate Philaidai, for instance, belong to Aigeis, Oineis, and 
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Akamantis. For the two in which we know of Lykomidai the tribes are Kekropis 
and Leontis. The six known members of Brytadai find themselves in Leontis, 
Antiochis, Hippothontis, and Akamantis. The Salaminioi were, on the basis of 
seven names, dispersed among Aigeis, Leontis, Oineis, and Erechtheis. The 
Amynandridai, of a total of fifty-one identifiable gennetes, were to be found 
in seven tribes: Kekropis, Pandionis, Aigeis, Erechtheis, Akamantis, Oineis, 
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Antiochis, and Leontis. The brothers of the nameless phratry of IG  2 2345 (if 
we make Salaminioi part of it, as Andrewes conjectures, and consider the poss-
ible demotics Ferguson suggested) were distributed among all the tribes except 
Pandionis and Aiantis. These data are revealing because the wide scatter 
is based on such a small amount of information. Were we better informed, 
we should expect virtually every genos  and phratry to be represented in every 
tribe. The evidence suggests, therefore, that a significant part of Kleisthenes' 
geo-political reorganization of Attika was precisely to insure that no one 
genos  or phratry could dominate any of his new tribes. Again, that objective 
would not have been an attack upon these kinship-groups per se, but a defence 
against their presumed influence. If so, the hypothesis is strengthened that 
genos  and phratry were important associations in archaic Athens which, while 
not specifically political, yet might have had political significance by vir-
tue of the close relationships that they fostered by their very nature. 
The regionalist model of political behaviour pertains not just to archaic 
Athens; it has also been extended to Athens' pre-history. Scholars have com-
monly taken the legend of Theseus' synoikismos  to reflect an actual histo-
rical process, the coalition of the diverse areas of Attika under Athens' su-
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zerainty. True, our ancient sources treat the Thesean unification in pure-
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ly greo-political terms. Yet there is good reason to contest both the ancient 
sources and their modern interpretation, to question whether the synoikismos  was 
principally a territorial process. Of course, one might begin by doubting the 
method of analyzing myth as a kind of "bad" history, a dim, distorted record 
of the pre-historical past that none the less reflects a core of historical 
truth. After all, in the Entmythologizierung  of the legend of the synoikismos 
to reclaim its supposedly historical substratum scholars have managed to 
jettison almost all of the myth's main features: that the act occurred in 
Mycenean times, that it involved a forced resettlement of Attika's popula-
tion behind Athens' walls, that it was single or immediate, that Theseus 
ever lived, or that one man was responsible for unifying Attika. With so much 
of the legend's primary information thus sacrificed on the altar of historical 
interpretation, one may well question whether its emphasis on territory as the 
13 
basis of unification should remain sacrosanct. Wade-Gery suggested some fifty 
years ago that the ancients themselves probably lacked any hard information 
about this mythical event and may have extrapolated their accounts from what 
they knew of the synoikia,  a festival which Thucydides and others considered 
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a celebration of the unification. Wade-Gery's conjecture was shrewd, but 
can now be shown to be false on the basis of epigraphical fragments of the 
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Athenian sacrificial calendar revised in 399 B.C. Inter  alia, the sur-
viving parts of the calendar detail trieteric offerings to be made "every 
other year" on the fifteenth and sixteenth of Hekatombaion, the latter being 
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the date of the synoikia.  In fact, no mention is made of Theseus or geo-
graphical union. Instead, remarkably enough, the calendar lists sacrifices 
to Zeus Phratrios and Athena Phratria copied from the laws of the phyio-
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basileis. In particular the G<e>leontes are specifically mentioned, as 
well as one of their trittyes,  the Leukotainioi. The inscription is both 
eye-opening and disturbing. Zeus Phratrios and Athena Phratria are incon-
testably the deities of the phratries: and then there is mention of the 
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Ionian tribes, their kings, and one of their trittyes.  This is the realm 
of the myth of Ionian kinship, according to which all Athenians could claim 
joint identity as "kin" by tracing their ancestry back through oikia, genos, 
phratry, trittys,  and tribe to a common ancestor, Ion, son of Apollo and 
Kreusa.50 Although the festival is not mentioned on the inscription itself, 
scholars are agreed that the sacrifices listed here belong to synoikia 
It is clear, then, that Wade-Gery's suggestion was incorrect: the celebration 
itself, as described on the sacrificial calendar, gives no information that 
would have formed the basis of the legend of Theseus' geographic coalition 
of the regions of Attika. We may say this, even though we have only a partial 
listing of sacrifices which are themselves trieteric. No doubt the annual 
offerings were more elaborate. But the laconic style of this fragmentary 
inscription and of other sacrificial calendars from Attika, which detail 
only such basic data as deity, type of victim, cost, date and place of sacri-
fice, and so forth, makes it likely that the now missing text of the annual 
state sacrifices on these days gave no more information than these particulars. 
Given the legend, what one expects is some mention of territorial groups as 
participating in the synoikia.  Instead we find kinship-organizations. While 
it is true that the decree of the Skambonidai mentions a sacrifice made by 
the deme at the synoikia  on the acropolis (IG  1 188.60-61: χσυνοι[κίοις]: 
εμ τιόλει), no other demes for which we have sacrificial calendars, including 
those of the Tetrapolis, do so. This seems to have been a regulation pecu-
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liar to the Skambonidai themselves, and was not part of a general scheme as 
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Ferguson thought, who suggested on the basis of IG  1 188 alone that Kleis-
thenes had required the demes to participate in the synoikiaIn  fact, no 
adequate explanation has been offered why Ionian kinship-groups and not ter-
ritorial associations figure so prominently in the sacrificial calendar of 
the synoikia,  if the festival has to do, as Thucydides said (2.15.2), with 
Theseus' synoikismos.  Some, such as Oliver and Dow, have skirted the issue 
altogether. Sokolowski tried to see two separate holidays in these proceedings, 
the first having to do with the Thesean synoikismos  proper, the latter being 
a festival called the metoikia.53 In doing so, he, of course, gave credence 
to Plutarch (Thes.  24.4) who spoke of a metoikia on the sixteenth of Heka-
tombaion, and he was drawing on a suggestion of Nilsson (made before the dis-
covery of the inscription) that the synoikia  was "ein Fest der Nachbarschaft 
wie die Metageitnien aufzufassen," (RE  IV A, col. 1435, 41 f.). 
This Solution is unsatisfactory. First, Ferguson and Dow are undoubtedly 
right that the offerings on the fifteenth are merely a prothyma  to the festival 
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on the sixteenth. Secondly, Thucydides speaks of the Athenians carrying 
out a εορτή δημοτελής to Athena (ττ̂  θεω) at the synoikia:  no mention of 
Athena is made in the entry for the fifteenth, but she is the recipient of 
sacrifices on the sixteenth, as Athena Phratria. Thirdly, Sokolowski made 
sense of the Ionian tribes and phratry deities mentioned under the sixteenth 
by interpreting phratries and their clan subdivisions as local in character.55 
He was thus trying to sozein ta phainomena,  that is, trying to interpret the 
festival(s) in question as essentially territorial in character, in line with 
the legend. As all our evidence now indicates that the Ionian tribes and 
phratries were neither regional divisions nor even territorially compact, 
this explanation must fail. Writing a year earlier than Sokolowski and 
shortly after Oliver's publication of the inscription, Ferguson saw the dif-
ficulty of any such solution. Already in 1910 he had shown how geographically 
dispersed the phrateres  of IG  22 2345 were.56 He thus offered a historical 
explanation, based on "migration": 
. . . we cannot ignore the consideration that the ancestors of 
what were groups of somewhat scattered people in 508 B.C. may have 
lived compactly in specified localities at an earlier epoch. Up-
country nobles undoubtedly migrated to Athens and less important 
men doubtless moved from village to village in the long period 
between the unification of Attika and the creation of the demes; 
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so that the phratries . . . must have ceased to be locally bounded 
if they have ever been so bounded.57 
While not drawing the explicit conclusion, it is clear Ferguson had in mind 
an explanation as to why the sacrifices of the synoikia  are conducted by 
geographically dispersed kinship-groups rather than territorial entities: 
at the time of the unification of Attika, the phratries and Ionian tribes 
were "more compactly centered locally"; they were then in a sense territorial 
units that were amalgamated into a single Athenian state. Appealing as this 
approach may at first seem, it is no more satisfactory than Sokolowski's 
explanation. First, the "migration''-theory runs head on into Thucydides' 
statement (2.16): 
For a long time accordingly the Athenians had lived in independent 
communities throughout Attika. Even after the synoikismos,  follow-
ing this mode of existence most Athenians, both those in earliest 
time and those born afterwards, down until the time of this war, 
continued to be born and bred in the country. 
Thucydides is probably speaking here of at least three generations before 
the Peloponnesian War. By Greek reckoning that would be about one hundred 
years, taking us back to the age of the Peisistratids. In fact, given 
Thucydides' particular language in describing how long the inhabitants of 
Attika had lived in the same locales, the period should be extended even 
further back (2.14.2-15.1: δια το αίει είωθέναι ... εν τοις άγροΐς διαιτασ-
θαι . . . από του πάνυ αρχαίου . . . . 2.16.2: καταλείποντες και. ιερά S δια 
παντός ήν αυτοίς έκ της κατά το άρχαιον πολιτείας πάτρια . . . . If re-
settlement was not common in the century before the war, a time of economic 
expansion and accompanying social change that would have fostered movement, 
it seems even less likely there was much significant internal migration in 
the centuries before Kleisthenes' reforms. Perhaps the inalienability of 
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Attic land was a principal factor in inhibiting such relocation. Nor were 
Ionian kinsmen in the time of Kleisthenes' reforms only "somewhat scattered," 
as Ferguson has it. Even our small amount of data shows they were distributed 
over very diverse areas. Of course, Ferguson omitted the genos  material from 
his considerations for two reasons. First, he thought, mistakenly, that 
members of a single genos  could be in many different phratries. Secondly, 
he considered gene  to be "incommensurate" with phratries: the gene  were not 
natural subdivisions of phratries, but clubs and political associations of 
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prominent men throughout Attika that later adopted a myth of common descent 
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and became dominant in various phratries. As it now appears that gene 
were restricted to individual phratries, this theory must be rejected. If 
so, it is highly unlikely that the wide distribution of gennetai  (and hence 
now of phrateres)  can be accounted for by hypothesizing early migration from 
locally compact areas. In sum, there is nothing regional about these kinship-
groups, and the question originally posed still requires an answer: why are 
geographically diverse kinship-groups involved in a festival that according 
to legend celebrates regional unification? 
What underlies this paradox in part is the virtually ubiquitous and 
almost never questioned assumption that the central asty of Athens established 
its control over Attika in a series of quantum steps, by direct takeover of 
large geographic areas one after the other. On this model the various regions 
resisted assimilation and Athenian dominance, harbouring suspicions and an-
tagonisms against each other and the asty and retaining a strong sense of 
local identity. The result was a tempestuous confederation of geographic 
areas, whose chief families vied with each other for control of the whole 
until Kleisthenes' radical reorganization of the state ensured the suzerain-
ty of the men of Athens and the plain that surrounded it. Upon such a view 
the legend of the synoikismos  could be seen as mirroring typical regional 
concerns, and, while not strictly speaking historically accurate, promoting 
an ideology of geographic amalgamation and unification. A dissident view 
could be seen as represented in the complaints of Menestheus, in an ancillary 
legend preserved by Plutarch, that Theseus "had robbed each of the country 
nobles of his royal office and then shut them up in a single city where he 
treated them as subjects and slaves," while the common people, though given 
"a vision of liberty," had "in reality been deprived of their native homes 
and religions in order that, in place of many good kings of their own blood, 
they might look obediently to one master . . . " (Thes.  31). But it is always 
dangerous and misleading to rely on myth to reconstitute history, and the 
fact remains that we have little or no historical evidence from before the 
sixth century by which to verify this model of the geographic unification of 
Attika. Given the new indication we have about the synoikia  as outlined above 
and our knowledge about the diffusion of kinship-groups in sixth-century 
Attika (and probably earlier), it is appropriate to present a new thesis about 
the synoikismos.  It must be admitted at once that in the absence of verifying 
evidence, the interpretation to be put forth is purely conjectural. On the 
other hand, it is neither improbable nor impossible and is offered in the 
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hopes that it may lead to a profitable réévaluation of early Attic history. 
In this interpretation, what eventually provided the social and cultural 
basis by which to bind together the areas that came to be Attika and on which 
to build a political commonality were the trans-regional ties of fictive kin-
ship, embodied in phratry and genos.  That is, it was precisely because 
phrateres  and gennetai  were scattered over the landscape of Attika that their 
organizations provided an institutional means by which to assert the political 
unity of Attika. Those ties come to be reinforced and asserted by the central 
government through a celebration of synoikia,  "living together," a festival 
that featured the Ionian tribes, trittyes,  and phratries and took place on 
the acropolis of Athens itself. The culmination in myth was to place all 
Athenians in the same genealogical tree by having them trace, through the 
eponyms of phratry and tribe, a common descent from a single forefather, Ion. 
The actual kinship-organizations thus constituted the material basis of this 
political identity, the myth, its ideological foundation, the infrastructure 
and suprastructure respectively. The unification of Attika, then, was neither 
a single event, nor a series of quantum accretions by which Athens swallowed 
up whole areas such as the Tetrapolis or Eleusis in a fell swoop. The pro-
cess can be pictured as much more gradual, almost amoeba-like. Involving 
neither force of arms nor the immediate imposition of political regulations, 
the influence of the central asty  extended forth gradually into the outlying 
districts of Attika, overtaking neighbouring areas deme by deme, exerting 
ever more control until they were slowly and almost imperceptibly digested 
into an expanding politeia, culturally, socially, and politically. The 
mechanism by which this process was realized was the kinship-groups of clan 
and phratry. Unrestricted by agnatic filiation as the sole criterion of 
induction, as was later the case in classical times, these groups recruited 
new members from different locales. We may imagine a bilateral process 
whereby Athenian groups enlisted inhabitants of areas newly under the control 
of the asty or some Athenians themselves reenrolled in kinship-organizations 
from the newly incorporated ones. The basis for such ties could have been 
economic, social, or political, now newly formalized as kin-relationships. 
On this model the phratries and clans vied with each other for new members 
to ensure their growth, to extend their influence, to broaden their prestige, 
and to strengthen their power in relation to each other. In time all of 
Attika would have been crisscrossed by mutually exclusive and competitive 
kinship-organizations, a force which would have worked to break down region-
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al differences. To that extent Attika's diverse inhabitants, as the state 
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gradually expanded, developed identities that transcended geographical bar-
riers. In this way the wide distribution of phrateres  and gennetai  across 
the map of Attika in historical times can be accounted for without positing 
an unlikely degree of internal resettlement. As long as the Athenian state 
continued to expand, new families were coopted into clans and phratries, or 
else whole new kinship-groups entered the politeia and themselves attracted 
constituents. A remnant of this process can perhaps be seen in the fifth-
and fourth-century custom whereby naturalized Athenian citizens were enrolled 
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not only in demes but also in phratries. When at last all newcomers in 
the Athenian state had been recruited into phratries and/or clans, the system 
was closed, and entrance into these groups was restricted to agnatic filiation. 
The final step in the process was to unify the disparate and competing kinship-
groups into a whole by creating an ideology of social identity and unity 
through the myth of common descent from Ion for all Athenians, which was at 
the same time the metaphor of political identity. It was formalized and 
celebrated in the official state-festival of the synoikia,  whose celebrants 
were the inhabitants of Attika in their role as tribesmen and phratry-brothers. 
It was in this way that the unification of Attika was achieved and represented: 
all Attika was made one in so far as its inhabitants were united under the 
common umbrella of fictive kinship, with the various phratries having members 
in all the· different locales. Such a view is in keeping with the Greek con-
ception of a state as politically made up of citizens, that is, people, and 
not of territory. This description of course, as stated above, is purely 
conjectural. There is no evidence to support it, as indeed there is none 
for other theories that try to account for the geographic distribution of 
the phratries and clans throughout Attika. Yet, if it in some way accurately 
reflects what happened in the amalgamation of Attika into a single state, it 
then has the advantage of offering a basis of understanding why the Ionian 
tribes and phratries played such a surprising role in the synoikia;  to the 
apparent exclusion of territorial entities. 
What emerges from this discussion is the supposition that kinship-groups 
played a much more important part than is commonly realized in the history 
of early Attika. In particular, it tries to draw out the implications of 
what our evidence about these groups reveals, above all the demographic 
evidence. But it is precisely the nature of the evidence that requires some 
further discussion. What we lack above all else is a broad spectrum of in-
formation about which important Athenians belonged to which phratries and 
clans. There are isolated bits of data, but nothing at all adequate enough 
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to allow us to see how these kinship-ties may have affected specific political 
activity. As Dow has observed, we must allow for the perversity of our in-
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formation, such as it is preserved. The perversity of our information in 
this case raises a disturbing possibility. Ancient historians labour, of 
course, at a disadvantage: our data base is small, shrunken, fragmented, 
and dictated by the caprice of millenia. That entails spinning out hypotheses 
on very slim evidence and requires sometimes using sources of a quality that 
historians of modern times might shudder at as fatuous, misinformed, or ri-
diculously unreliable, not to mention incomplete. None the less, despite these 
conditions, ancient historians tend to assume that they have enough information 
to sort out the contradictions, to put the scraps of evidence together into 
an accurate picture of what happened and of its significance. Ancient history 
thus requires not only a healthy sense of scepticism and the deductive powers 
of a Sherlock Holmes, but an unquenchable optimism that enough has been left 
us, despite the devouring tooth of time, that we can find out what happened 
and what it meant. But,- in fact, that cannot always be the case. Sometimes 
our evidence will be insufficient to solve the problems ancient history poses 
us. That is precisely the difficulty I believe we face in trying to make 
sense of the political activity at Athens in the century before Kleisthenes. 
Any explanation of that period, be it based on economic factors, class-
struggle, foreign policy issues, or above all regionalism, will be inevitably 
deficient if it leaves out of consideration the role of Ionian tribes, 
phratries, and clans. The close relationships and associations these organ-
izations must have fostered by their very nature and by their pervasiveness 
as fundamental structures in the social fabric will have cut across all these 
other factors and cannot be ignored without seriously distorting our under-
standing of this period. In the case of the "regionalist" hypothesis this 
is particularly important. Kinship cut across territorial concerns. Indeed, 
it may have been (though this is totally unconfirmable) a primary motive 
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factor in the politics of the sixth century. At the very least, matters 
of kinship must not only have complicated the supposed regional rivalries 
of this era (by working against them) but also have made political activity 
an arena of conflict between divided loyalties (geography vs. kinship) that 
were inherently incommensurate with each other and hence could not be bridged. 
In sum, we should as ancient historians come to grips with the possibility 
that the real information we need to solve the problem is by and large 
missing and that this gap in our knowledge has made other data seem more 
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important than it really is simply because it has survived. What we do know 
about Athenian kinship-groups for the sixth century is just enough to indicate 
not only that explanations so far offered for that era's political activity 
have been incomplete and over-simplified but also that the full answer may 
always elude us. Such a conclusion may be disappointing, disturbing, even 
seem nihilistic, but in the end the best interests of history are always 
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served if we realize our limitations. 
Wayne State University 
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1 a t t e s t e d on inscription 
2 suggested by names at tested only for those demes 
3 Salaminioi ( i f this genos is a subdivision of the phratry) kh 
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